A scenario in which inflation, dark energy and dark matter can be unified into a single scalar field, the inflaton field φ, is studied. The inflaton is identified with the sneutrino, the scalar partner of the heavy neutrino. We determine the conditions needed for avoiding the gravitino problem and not having negligible plasma effects and we obtain the allowed range for the sneutrino coupling.
Let us collect now the formulas that we shall be using throughout our discussion. Assuming that the sneutrino decays into leptons and Higgs particles,Ñ → l H, through Yukawa couplings, then the decay rate is given by the well-known result (in the zero temperature limit)
where M ∼ 10 13 GeV is the sneutrino inflaton mass, α = f 2 /(4π) and f < 1 is the Yukawa coupling in perturbation theory. When plasma effects are taken into account the decay products acquire an effective mass m(T ) ∼ gT [19] , with g a typical gauge coupling constant and T the plasma temperature, and the decay rate is then given by [20] 
We see that the decay is kinematically allowed as long as M > 2m(T ) and that the effect is negligible in the limit M ≫ m(T ). Apart from the inflaton mass two more quantities are of central importance in our presentation, namely the reheating temperature after inflation T R and the maximum temperature during reheating T max . These are given by [20, 21] T R = 0.2 100
T max = 0.6α
where
GeV is Planck mass, g ef f is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom and V is the value of the inflaton potential at the end of inflation. It is easy to check that for f < 1 it is always T max > T R . According to the values of M, T R , T max there are three possibilities for their hierarchy, T max < M (case I), T R < M < T max (case II) and M < T R (case III). Furthermore, a viable inflationary model should avoid the gravitino problem [22] . The gravitino constraint imposes an upper bound on T R or M depending on the case. In particular, for cases I,II one obtains a bound on T R , T R ≤ (10 8 − 10 9 ) GeV [20] while for case III one obtains a bound on M , M ≤ (10 8 − 10 9 ) GeV [20] . Now we are able to determine the conditions needed for in incomplete reheating compatible with the gravitino constraint. In case (I) the effect of the plasma effect is negligible. In case (III) the WMAP normalization M ∼ 10 13 GeV contradicts the gravitino constraint M ≤ (10 8 − 10 9 ) GeV. Finally, in case (II) the requirement T max > M yields for the inflaton coupling α > 1.6×10 −8 , while the gravitino constraint T R ≤ (10 8 −10 9 ) GeV yields α ≤ 2×10 −15 . Obviously the two bounds just obtained are incompatible with each other and thus it seems that it is impossible to satisfy all requirements simultaneously. However there is a way out if we assume that the axino is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) and that the gravitino is the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle. The axino is the superpartner of the axion [23] which solves the QCD problem via the Peccei-Quinn mechanism [24] . In this case it has been shown [25] that although the gravitino decays to axion and axino with a lifetime larger than the primordial nucleosynthesis time, it does not destroy any BBN light nuclei because the axion and the axino are harmless due to their super-weak coupling to ordinary particles. Furthermore un upper bound on the reheating temperature was obtained, T R ≤ 10 15 GeV [25] , which is much weaker than that obtained in the minimal supersymmetric standard model. This upper bound is required in order not to have 4 He overproduction. Now if we adopt this assumption for axino being the LSP, in case (II) it is sufficient to require T R < M , which yields for the inflaton coupling α < 5 × 10 −5 . Therefore we obtain for the inflaton coupling α the allowed range
or correspondingly for the Yukawa coupling f = √ 4πα we obtain the range
To summarize, in this brief note we have elaborated on the conditions needed for an incomplete reheating and for avoiding the gravitino problem and we have proposed the scalar neutrino as an natural candidate for the inflaton field. Assuming that the axino is the LSP and that the gravitino is the NLSP we have been able to satisfy all the requirements simultaneously and we have obtained the allowed range for the coupling of the scalar neutrino.
